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T y le r  B ro th e rs  G e n e ra l S to re  c irc a  1 9 1 0 . P o s t  o f f ic e  e n tra n c e  o n  th e  le f t  e n d . G e n e ra l S to re  e n tra n c e  c e n te r .

Historic Postcards and photographs

West Setauket with the post
office (center), the Setauket
House (to right of the post
office) and the Tyler Bros.

General Store on the right side
of the picture. Photo about

1920.

Tyler Brothers’ General Store 
circa 1890 (Below)
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Setauket House circa 1910. This building shows on the far left in the picture above. The post office occupies this space today.

W est Setauket looking east Road from Old Field to the Village Green. Tyler Bros General Store on right. Setauket House on left. 

Historic Postcards and photographs
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Postcards of  Setauket
Mill Pond area taken
about 1920.

How is the area different
today ?
How is it the same?

The Lake and Post
Office. Looking northeast.
The post office is on the left.
A new post office is in about
the same location today. The
car is in front of the Tyler

Brothers general store.

Old Bridge and Lake

Looking northwest. 

The Isaac Satterly house is
in the background.
Compare this photograph
with the same view today.

View of Road and Lake

Looking West. Circa 1920

This is a view of the road
crossing the bridge in the
picture above. This is the
road to Old Field.

See “Looking at
Photographs” for more
questions.
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The Corners

This is a view
from the west
side of the
bridge looking
back east
toward the
Tyler Brothers
general store.

What is going
on in this
photograph?

Setauket View
Looking east again. This is almost the same view as the photo above. Note the horse and carriage in the road.

What else do
you see in the
photograph?

Do you think
this photo was
taken before or
after the one
above? Why?
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Looking at Photographs

A. IDENTIFYING THE PHOTOGRAPH

1. Who took the photograph?

2. Does the photograph have a title? Is anything written on front or back?

3. How did you find the photograph? Where is the original located?

4. What is happening in the picture?

5. Suggest a title and a few words about the photograph.

B. PUTTING THE PHOTOGRAPH IN CONTEXT

 1.Why do you think the photograph was taken? Who was it for?

2.Does the photograph illustrate a theme, an historical period, an event?

3. Is the photographer using artistic expression to make a point?

C. DISSECTING THE PHOTOGRAPH

1. Divide the photograph into several parts and make a list of objects.

    How do the parts help to explain the photographer’s purpose?

2. What details in the photograph give the most information?

3. Can the objects in the photograph be organized into categories?

D. EVALUATING THE PHOTOGRAPH

1. What questions are prompted by the photograph?

2. People: Who is in the picture?

3. Place: Where was the photograph taken?

4. Time: Can you date the picture, or place it into a time period?

A FEW HINTS...

1. Try not to draw final conclusions based on the analysis of only one photograph. Sometimes a

photograph may only tell part of a story.

2. These questions can also be used to look at posters, political cartoons, paintings, illustrations, and

other kinds of pictures.
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Postcards of Public Buildings and Churches

Caroline
Church of
Brookhaven
circa 1930

See “Public
Buildings and
Churches”  

See
 “Looking at
Photographs”  

Setauket
Presbyterian
Church, 1929

Looking
southeast

What is
different today?
What is the
same?
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Postcards of Public Buildings and Churches 

Setauket
Presbyterian
Church

This
photograph, 
about the same
time period as
the photo on the
previous  page,
was taken from
the top of the
flagpole on the
village green.

Emma S. Clark
Memorial
Library

This photograph
was taken about
1910. The lady
in the picture is
thought to be
the first
librarian Miss
Anna Morand.
Her portrait
hangs in this
building, now
the library
reading room.
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND CHURCHES

The Setauket School, the Setauket Presbyterian Church, the Caroline Church of Brookhaven, the

Emma S. Clark Memorial Library, the Setauket Post Office, the simulated grist ;mill, and the Setauket

Neighborhood House are all public buildings in one way or another.

These buildings are special because they are attractive and because they are important to all the people in

the community. They are all different and they serve us in different ways. We do a lot of things we could

not do if these buildings were not here.

Write a few words telling which of these buildings is your favorite and why. Tell some of the things you

could do in and around each of them. Can you think of a way to make one of the buildings better for you

to use?

THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

The Village Green, Patriot’s Rock, the mill pond and the marshland on the other side of the mill

dam are all parts of our natural environment. They are all different in some way from what they were long

ago. People have, over the years, changed the way each of them looks. We have planted trees, dammed

the stream to make a pond, cut roads and sidewalks acrosss the land, added a plaque to the rock, planted

grass on the Village Green, and done many other things to make it the way it is today.

The questions that we could ask ourselves are: Which things that have been done are good? Which things

could have been done better?

What would you do to make it better?

What would you do where you live to make the area better?

HOMES

Which is your favorite house? Tell why it is your favorite.

What would you like about living in a house 100 years ago?

What would you not like about living then?
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Circa 1777 Map of setauket and East Setauket
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HOW TO LOOK AT OLD MAPS
PEOPLE

1. How can I use the map? Does it have a key?

2. Are people and their activities shown on the map?

3. How did the people use the land? Are cultural features indicated?

4. Who made the map? Why was it made? Was it accurate?

5. Do place names provide any clues for my research?

PLACE

1.Where was this place located?

2. Which way is north?

3. How far is one mile on the map? (or 10 miles or 100 miles)

4. How was the land divided? How was it used?

 5. How did people get from one place to another in this area?

TIME

1. What year does the map represent?

2. When was the map made?

3. Are any changes from an earlier period evident on the map?

 Compare this map with a current one of the same area.

4. What changes from then until now are shown?

IDEA ONE

Write down the questions which come to mind as you look at an old map.

IDEA TWO

Divide the map into sections and make a list of interesting details for each one.

IDEA THREE

Compare this map with others of the same area or of a similar type.

IDEA FOUR

Find documents, pictures, and other sources from this period to place on the map.

IDEA FIVE

Use a copy of the map to mark points of interest.
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Combined 1837 and 1838 Maps of Setauket and East Setauket
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1873 Map of setauket and East setauket
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1909 Map of Setauket and east Setauket
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MAPS - COMPARING DIFFERENT  TIME PERIODS IN SETAUKET

1. Look at the maps from 1777 to the present. (e.g. 1777, 1838, 1873, 1909).

Compare the size of the community over time

Did it grow?

If it grew, in what direction and why?

Do the street locations change?

Does the business district change? Where? How?

2. Main Street...Downtown...the Village Green

Each town has a center

Does the center of town change on the maps? Why?

3. Additional activities

Do any families still own the same property today?

Are the same businesses there that were on the 1909 map?

What new businesses are now in town?

Why are some of the types of businesses different?

4. Look at the aerial photograph on page ?

Find the Setauket Elementary School, the Village Green, Mill Pond/mill dam.

What are some of the other placs you recognize?

How does this photograph compare to the 1972 map of the same area?

What are some of the things that are in the aerial photograph that are not on the map?

Which is easier to use, the map or the aerial photograph? Why?

Can you tell what time of year this aerial photograph was taken?

5. Now look at all the maps again.

Do the maps all have the same type of information?

How are they similar?

The aerial map is different because it is a photograph and not a drawing. How are the other maps

different?
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ANALYZING A DOCUMENT

A. IDENTIFYING THE DOCUMENT

1. Author or source

2. Title

3. Date of document

4. Type of document (letter, deed, will etc.)

5. Proper bibliographic (library) entry for the document

B. PUTTING THE DOCUMENT IN CONTEXT

1. Record any clues from the data which explain what might be missing in the identification section

above.

2. Describe the purpose of the document or its intended audience. Why was it written?

3. Select some direct quotes or take some specific data from the document which helps to explain

its purpose.

4. Where would you look for additional documents of this type?

C. USING THE DOCUMENT

1. What is important about the document?

2. What questions does the document suggest?

D. EVALUATING THE DOCUMENT

1. List any suspected errors or misleading statements in the document.

2. Is the document helpful in learning about the past?

3. How is it helpful?

A COUPLE OF HINTS...

A document may provide answers to questions about a topic. However, it should also

make you think of new questions. Be alert for these new possibilities and be sure to write them

down.

Try not to draw final conclusions based on the analysis of only one document. Remember,

documents are only one type of source material used in the study of a topic. Always use as many

different sources as possible.
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A PAGE FROM THE RECORDS OF THE TOWN OF BROOKHAVEN

NOTE 1: The records refer to the settlement at Setauket

NOTE 2: The grist mill in Setauket was built by Daniel Lane in 1664

IDEA: Look over the record to see what it can tell you

HINT: See " Analyzing a Document," page *

QUESTIONS: What was ground at the mill?

What was the Miller's share?

Who was asked to run the community's Ordinary (an Inn or Tavern)?

148 Book II

17 day of June 1667

at a towne meting it is boeted and asentted vnto that John Tooker is to ceep ordnery in this towne

it is liekwiese conclueded that mr danell lane is to speke to his honer the gouernor consening the whales at

the south that comes within oure bounds to be at our dispossing

it all soe conclueded that the medow that lieth about mount missery hause vpland and medow to be for the

use of a ordnery of brookhauen

it is allsoe agred vpon that mr lane is to haue that lnad and medow formerly ageed vpon condition that mr

lane is to grind the towne corn soe long as the he can ceep the mill in rpaire doeing the best he can to to

haue the 01:th of wheat and 9  of (suger) (suger origen ? Conn.) for toeleth

henery pering haue bought a 5 aker lott that in the litle neck that bloomer bought of John warlick of

Joseph RaRiner and Richard howell

obed seward haue taken the ( colre=colored) cow of henery puering to haue halue the increse and to part

at 3 yere end and to take care and pvied for her suffissiantly

23 Jenury 1667 or 8

goodman bigs haue changed a 5 aker lott the last devission liing by it selue in nue towne with mr woodhull

for 2 akers in the ould feeld in one of his six aker lotts the sayed goodman bigs leving noe fence for it

goodman geners halue ten akers of land together butting vpon mr brusters 4 aker lott Runing southerd to

goodman perings stake

at a towne meeting the 10 of march 1666-7 it was voeted and agred vpon that euery familly in the towne

shall giue 6d for every wolue that is killed to the party that brings the hed to the constable acording to law

15 march 1668-9

Robert Akerly haue giuen Thomas Bigs Juner a three aker lott in the ould feeld of the last devission layed

out lying betwixt John Roe and Thomas Thorp I say giuen to him and his haires for euer the sayd Thomas

is nott to sell it

November 1666

the hy shreff wiliam wells chose samuell barker and John geners then constable to price the home lott a

fram of a barn and the whole acomadations vpland and medow that was Robart bloomers and thay

brought in ther vardit at twenty pounds and tenn shillen that is to say for the home lott fram of the barn.
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Selections from “The Leader” - Port Jefferson, NY Nov. 20, 1875
Compare this newspaper with the 1908 newspaper on the next page, and with a current newspaper!
What is different about this newspaper in type size, kinds of ads, where ads are from, etc?
What area did this newspaper seem to cover? 
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Selections from “The Times” - Port Jefferson, NY April 25, 1908
Compare and contrast. What is different about this newspaper? What is the same as 1875? As today?
Why are there ads for Bridgeport Stores?
What entertainment was available?
What other things does this newspaper tell you about the time?
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TOURISM
After the railroad line was completed to Port Jefferson in 1873, the local area slowly became of

interest to tourists from New York City .This very rural area, as well as the rest of Suffolk County, was a
favorite place for tourists to spend a week or a weekend in the summer.

A few questions to think about, using the photo above and the material on the next page.
What does this photo of Lake House summer boarders tell you? (See “Looking at Photographs,”)
What do these guides tell you about the area? 
(The rates for staying at one of the boarding houses (resorts) are per week.)
How do you think this compares to today? The last column of the 1902 guide is the number of guests that
could be taken in at one time. How does this compare to the resort hotels and motels on Long Island
today?
Can you find any listing for “Boarding Houses”, “Inns”, “Motels-Hotels”, or “Resorts” in Setauket today?
How about in the telephone book's yellow pages or internet? A modem word is “Bed and Breakfast”. Is
there any listing for that? Why do you think this area is no longer popular with tourists the way it was in
1902?
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